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WoW Patches WoW Patch Download for World Support Warcraft technical support I read that the next patch is ready to load. I haven't seen it download yet. Is there a way to get it to start downloading? Just don't want to wait for the W to load to start. There is a window you tick in the settings on the
launcher to turn it on. Hey there, Click Blizzard then Settings, and scroll to the bottom of the installation/update section. It should look like this. You can increase or limit the speed of installing patch data in the future to change how it affects your gameplay and system usage. If you want it to go as fast as
possible, use 0 as it is for unlimited (no cover). Introducing World of Warcraft Classic Fall ConquestRegistration open to World of Warcraft Classic Autumn Conquest! Workshop Engineer: Designing the WoW Companion AppIn our latest workshop engineer, we will carefully consider the development of the
WoW Companion App and add support for multiple extensions. Weekly Bonus Event: Battle of Azeroth Dungeons This week's Bonus event continues and we set our sights on the Battle of Azeroth Dungeons. Burning Crusade: Mounts, Pets and MoreAs are the latest in our current series of articles
featuring many collectibles in World of Warcraft, we focused on Burning Crusade. Fel infused land blanks are waiting to be explored. Weekly bonus event: BattlegroundsThis at this week's Battleground Bonus event is underway. Anger of the Lich King: Mountains, Pets, and moreAs part of our current
series of articles featuring many collectibles in World of Warcraft, we have set our sights on the wrath of the Lich King. The frozen lands of Northrand are waiting to be looted. (UPDATED 18 SEPTEMBER) Choose Next Shadowlands MountVote, for which shadowlands mount you'd like to add to your
stable-intelligent Wandering Ancient, mystical soaring Spelltome, creepy Nerubsky Swarmer, huge Curious Caterpillar, or playful Gooey slimesaber. The top-voted selection internationally will be made real and added to the mountain collection of everyone who owns Shadowlands! Weekly Bonus Event:
Fogs Pandaria TimewalkingTravel back in time to the Fog Of Pandaria Dungeon in a bonus event this week. The impressive impact of the 100% Bonus Reputation Buff ReturnsYour goals are in achieving with the return of an impressive positive impact in the month of October. (Updated August 27) Get
shadowlands Collector's Edition With One Act of Destruction, Sylvanas Windwing tore the way to the afterlife. Get ready to enter the Shadow with this limited edition Epic Edition Collector's Kit, featuring a treasure trove of rare and wonderful items to help you on your way to beyond. Delivery starts on
October 13! Engineer's Workshop: Development for Mobile and the PKM will put the curtain on development development For mobile and PC support Shadowlands Adventures feature in our latest engineer workshop. Weekly Bonus Event: World of questsChart course through Kul Tiras and Sandalar at
this week's Bonus Event - World quests. Tune in to gamescom on August 27 for New Shadowlands Animated Short PremiereJoin Us during the Gamescom Opening Night Live stream at 11:00am PDT on August 27 to watch the first of four new animated shorts, Afterlives, offering you a window into the
ancient and powerful covenants that rule over four new zones in the Shadowlands. Cataclysm: Mounts, Pets and MoreAs are part of our current series of articles featuring many collectibles in World of Warcraft, we have set our sights on Cataclysm. Dig through the many riches found in this expansion.
Engineer Workshop: Incorporating Ray-Traced Shadows into Shadowlands With the arrival of Shadowlands, you'll be able to experience World of Warcraft in greater clarity and definition with a recently added beam-tracing shadow feature. Workshop Engineer: Recreating Ahn'qiraj War EffortJoin us
behind the scenes deep dive to recreate one of world of warcraft's most iconic events, Ahn'qiraj war effort. The World Championship Arena Of the Viewer GuideThe AWC returns to the final circuit of the battle for Azeroth beginning on August 22! Shadowlands Preview: A new look at the WoW Companion
AppTake World of Warcraft anywhere you go with a few support extensions. Watch out for the tides of music from the Battle of AzerothGet swept away on an aural journey through music tides of revenge, the azshara uprising, and visions of N'zou's content updates. Free T-shirt day here!: Micro-Holiday-
August 16Thros-holidays provide a different in-game experience just for the fun of participating in them. Read on to find out more. Shadowlands Preview: AdventuresPrepare put your tactical skills to the test. In the new Adventure feature, you'll send your allies to Shadow to solve unique challenges for the
Covenant you choose. You have to be strategic about how you take on these battle puzzles, including who you will send to face them and how you will use your skills to claim victory. Step into firelands During the Cataclysm TimewalkingForged Titans for the home of Ragnaros and his wayward
henchmen, Firelands is now part of Cataclysm Timewalking, running August 11-18. Explore the Temple of An'Kiraj and the Ruins of An'KirajS by completing war efforts and ringing the gong, the 20-player ruins of An'Kiraj and the 40-player temple of An'Kiraj become accessible, luring adventurers into their
depths to face the ziraji and, ultimately, with the Old God K'Tun. WoW Classic An'Siraj: Scarab Lords rise! The Alliance and the Horde continue to follow the call to arms, and soon the Lords of Scarab will rise to the ringing of the gong worlds that have completed hostilities and heard the way to the ruins of
An'siraj and the temple of An'siraj. (UPDATED 18 AUGUSTA) Time runs short: Battle for Azeroth Before you travel to The Shadow, you can spend the remaining moments in mortal realms looking for multiple awards that will no longer receive (or will be harder to acquire) in the next expansion. The
shadows rising are now available ord nothing! With these infamous words, Sylvain Windwing betrayed and left the Horde, whom she vowed to serve. The Dark Lady and her forces now work in the shadows as Horde and Alliance, including her own sister, Ameria, race to reveal her next move. Read on to



look at the upcoming expansion of the novel's prequel, Shadows of Growth. World of Warcraft®: Shadowlands Beta Beta Preliminary Round-UpThe Shadowlands beta is right around the corner. To help you stay up to date, we've put together our latest preview articles. Shadowlands preview: MawThe
Maw is a turbulent, hopeless land where the most blackened souls in space are imprisoned forever. If the ancient evil chained here is liberated, the whole reality will be destroyed. Venthyr Covenant: Your invitation awaitsifies if you are looking for a little grace wrapped in a little sin, and then look no further
than the aristocratic and elegant Covenant of Ventira. Every day among them brings punishment and reward, although talking two apart can get a little fuzzy. Night Fairy Covenant: Start your wild hunting forces with the mystical Night Fairy Covenant to shape the future of Shadows and earn fantastic
rewards. Necrolord Testament: A closer look inside the might of maldraxxusIn the birthplace of necromantic magic, those who master the power of death turn legions of ambitious souls into relentless armies. If you join the Necrolords, you will take on the role of Shadow Protector and carry the weight of the
divided house on your shoulders. Are you the one that predicted the prophecy? The Kyrian Covenant: Prepare for the Ascension of the Unshakable Cyrian Covenant to shape the future of the Shadows and earn brilliant rewards. Shadowlands Preview: A look at Covenant SystemsIn Shadowlands, players
will be able to quest through four new zones ruled by ancient and powerful covenants. Reaching a maximum of 60, players will be able to join one of these Covenants as they continue to explore the afterlife of the Warcraft universe and the many mysteries and adventures it keeps. Shadowlands Preview:
SoulbindsSoulbind with key members from your Covenant to get useful features, so you can effectively fight with everyone who stands in your way. Buy a 6-month subscription and get a new mountain! Add a truly metallic mechanical marvel to your mounting collection with the formidable new Steamscale
Incinerator mount available now for purchase in and at the Blizzard store. For a limited time can also get this spark of breath of robo-terror with the purchase of a 6-month subscription. Watch Live Shadowlands Update VoD! Missed the live broadcast? We have you covered. Audience Guide: Mythical
Dungeon International Global Final! The final battle for Azeroth at Mythic Dungeon International concludes with a global finale that begins on Friday, July 10. Fog Pandaria: Mountains, Pets and MoreAs are part of our current series of articles featuring many collectibles in World of Warcraft, we have
established our views on the Mists of Pandaria. Many of the riches of this expansion are just waiting for you to qualify for them. Save 50% on select pets, mountains, and more during our summer sale! Hot summer deals are here and you can save big on some pets, mounts, and more during our sale.
Anger King-Lich Timewalking Returns-June 30-July 7Th week Bonus event is underway and we headed to Northring to do some timewalking. Are you ready to enter Ulduar? Read on to find out more. The small world of Warcraft is now available for pre-purchase, with Blizzard Entertainment excited to
announce its first collaboration with Miracles Days, introducing The Small World® Warcraft®, a new infusion game combining the mechanics of Small World® with the famous Warcraft Blizzard universe®. Tune in on July 8 for Shadowlands UpdateJoin World of Warcraft Executive Producer John Height
and Game Director Ion Hazzikostas live from their homes for an inside look at some of the latest Shadowlands content the development team is working on. Weekly Bonus Event: Burning Crusade Timewalking Iconic Black Temple Raid is now available in Burning Crusade Timewalking! Assemble a group
of champions and go to the paddock to once again face Illidan and his cohorts. The flames of the summer fire festival Burn Bright! June 21 - July 5 Before you stand in front of the fire and celebrate the Summer Fire Festival! Draenor Warlords: Mountains, Pets, and MoreAs are part of our current series of
articles featuring many collectibles in World of Warcraft, we have set our sights on the warlords of Draenor. Many of the riches of this expansion are just waiting for you to qualify for them. Weekly Timewalking Holidays Inbox! Starting June 23, players will be able to experience five consecutive weeks of
timewalking and earn a 50% bonus reputation during each Timewalking event. Spectator Guide: WoW Classic Summer BowlTune early Saturday, June 20 at 10:00 am Moscow time to watch the first WoW Classic eSports event of the summer. (UPDATED 24 JUNE) Saved pollutants and the legendary
cloak Of UpdatesGet more corruption effects and improve Ashjra'kamas. Shadowlands Preview: Maldraxxus and Necrolord war-torn Maldraxxus, can-all kinds-do right. Here, in the homeland of necromantic magic, those who master the power of death turn legions of ambitious souls into relentless
immortal immortals Explore Azeroth with friends Using syncThere party has never had a better time to party with friends to explore Azeroth and beyond. Use Party Sync to play with old and new friends, quests together on any characters you have, regardless of their levels. Introducing the World of
Warcraft Classic Summer Bowl! We put our eyes on classic Warsong Gulch to find our summer champion! Shadowlands Preview: Ardenweald and fairy night CovenantA Twilight with the afterlife for those closely associated with wildlife, Ardenweald is an area of recovery, usually a mystical night fae. In
this eternal forest, massive trees dream to draw in precious animas to feed the spirits of nature in anticipation of rebirth. Warcraft Short Story: A Moment in Poems Bydlen Roux, author of the upcoming Shadow Growth novel, has a special treat for you: a new story about a memorable night in which regent
Lord Lor'themar Theron and the first Arkanisman Thalyssra share stories, poetry and archvin. (UPDATED) Tune in on June 9th for a live update of Shadowlands! Join World of Warcraft Executive Producer John Height and game director Ion Hazzikostas live from their homes for an inside look at some of
the latest Shadowlands content team developers are working on. Legion: Mountains, pets and MoreTreasures galore on the Broken Islands for those who know where to find them. If you are looking for a challenge, or just an opportunity to fill your collections, then we have you covered in the bounty of
pets, mounts, and more just waiting for you. The new 4k Digital Backgrounds Are AvailableWhy you do a little at-home streaming or working from home, we only have what you're looking for- a new 4k digital background. Shadowlands Preview: OribosOribos is the crossroads of Shadows, where the
impassive Arbiter decides on souls, and the dark inhabitants swap gossip and anim. Spectator Guide: The Arena World Cup 2020 World Cup Arena (AWC) is one of the most prestigious PvP event in the world (from Warcraft) and the cups start again for the final season of the AWC in the Battle of Azeroth
starting Friday, May 22. Your beta adventure Shadowlands awaits in the new start-up experience ofWorld Warcraft: Shadowlands introduces players to Azeroth with a kick-off experience suitable for the hero. Shadowlands: A Look at the Covenant Class and Signature Ability (UPDATED 5/13In
Shadowlands), players will be allied with one of the four Covenants, each providing unique powers, abilities and other benefits to help them on their perilous journey through the realms of death. Exalt in the Impressive Influence 100% Bonus Reputation Buff: April 20 - May 18 You follow the unlock allied
race, learn to fly in the battle for Azeroth, or add a new pet or mount to your collection? To help achieve your goals, we've made it easier to increase your reputation with The effect is positive. It's not too late. You still have time to take advantage of the Impressive Reputation Impact Bonus positive effect
before it ends on Monday, May 18th! Children's week has come! May 1 - May 7 It's time to return to azeroth's children during Children's Week! Take the orphan under your wing and show them the wonders of the world. Visions of N'zoth: Mountains, Pets, and MoreVisions N'Soth introduced a host of new
pets, mounts, and items ripe for collectors to hunt down among twisted visions woven by the old god. We've highlighted some of them to point you in the right direction. Shadowlands Preview: Revendreth and Venthyr Covenant As you explore the four otherworldly zones - Bastion, Maldraxxus,
Ardenweald, and Revendreth-you'll meet the Covenants that rule the afterlife of the worlds in the Shadows. Your final destination in the narrative arc is the dark kingdom of Revendreth. Winds of Wisdom 100% Buff Advanced Experience! Because of the popularity of The Winds of Wisdom 100%
experience a positive effect in the Battle of Azeroth, we will expand our benefit to the release of the Shadowlands pre patch! WoW Classic: zul'Gurub and more are now available! Many new activities and adventures are now available in the WoW Classic, as the gates open to the ancient city of trolls
zul'Gurub, the emerald dragons Nightmare to arrive, the treacherous Silithid begin to stir, and Stranglethorn Vale Fishing Extravaganza summons Azeroth anglers to the ultimate competition. World Cup 2020 Arena ChangesHelp Help to Protect the Health and Safety of Players, Staff and Partners, the
2020 Arena World Championship (AWC) Battle for Azeroth season will take place entirely online. Shadowlands Preview: Torghast, Tower of the Cursed World of Warcraft: Shadowlands introduces a host of new adventures for players to undertake, including Torghast, Tower of the Damned. Explore its
ever-changing halls and chambers and battle the henchmen of the Prisoner, the nefarious ruler of The Tradesman, to claim the legendary treasures and free the heroic spirits caught inside. Noblegarden Springs to life this week! April 13-19 Noblegarden is in full bloom April 13 to April 19. Don your rabbit
ears and hunt eggs, eat delicious chocolate, collect toys, pets, and more. Spectator Guide: Mythical Dungeon International 2020S are back, dungeon runners! Mythical Dungeon International (MDI) is released on YouTube from April 11. There have been some major changes this year, but MDI is still
pushing crazy clues and facing the most fearsome affixes. World of Warcraft®: Shadowlands News Round-UpThere has a lot to learn about the next World of Warcraft expansion, and we've gathered the latest news for you here to help you stay on top of it all. Shadow: Waiting in a new kick-off experience
'Updated World of Warcraft: Shadowlands introduces Azerota with starting experience suitable for the hero. Shadowlands Update: Bastion and the Kyrian Covenant Next Expansion, World of Warcraft: Shadow, has been announced along with the revealing of a new zone-Bastion-and-Kyrian Covenant!
Shadowlands class UpdatesAs Azeroth champions are preparing to pass into the Shadow, they will receive the powers of both new and forgotten to take on the horrors that are in the realms of death. Here's a first look at class changes in the future. Shadowlands Developer UpdateThe whole team has
been working hard to transform the vision we have laid out for Shadowlands into reality and we can't wait to share our progress in the upcoming Alpha. The trial of the style began: How is your Strut? Styles from Kul Tiras and undalar are all a rage, but your transmog taste of the moment? Or is it a timeless
fashion classic? You will be able to find out during the trial on the style, which takes place from August 31 to September 4! Get ready to strut your stuff in head-to-head fashion face to face and see who can put it all together for victory! Return to Azeroth: Catch up on 120 UpdatedIf you've been away from
the trials and tribulations on the shores of Azeroth, then we have you covered in our short guide to get back into action at level 120. Announcement of the winners of the World of Warcraft 2019 student art competition! The Student Art Competition 2019 is under the leadership, and after careful study and
some passionate discussions, we have identified the winners of this year. WoW Classic: Arathi Pool is now available! The gates to the Aratha Basin are now open in this battle of resources 15 vs. 15. Do you and your team have everything you need to take control and win? Ny'alotha, Awakening City Raid
Finder Wing 4 Now LiveDelve in where nightmares live in Ny'alotha, The Awakening of a city set in a void shrouded in the heart of the ancient Black Empire. Confront insane messengers and unfathomable horrors, and eventually go eye to eye with N'zot himself in the fateful battle for Azeroth's survival.
Survival.
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